FITEQ Equipment regulations

Events concerned: World Series, Teqball Tour, University Series

All players in the same team must be dressed same colour, same shape, same design, and same type of clothing during all matches of a competition. Exception can be made due to religious reasons. Each player/team must have two sets of clothing of clearly different colours, one light and one dart coloured set.

COLOURS

The following colours and patterns are forbidden (not to interfere on broadcast screens and to differentiate from the referees’ outfit):

- white
- small polka dots
- small dots
- thin striped

NAME, NATIONALITY

Players may be identified on their shirts by means of their surname and nationality. The name and nationality by which a player is identified on their shirt must correspond with the name and nationality entered on the player list. When player names and nationalities are displayed on shirts, they must be placed on the back of the shirt. Names must be written in a single colour, using the Latin alphabet (upper and/or lower case). Names must be free of manufacturer identification, sponsor advertising and decorative elements. Each letter must be no more than 7.5cm high. Player names and nationalities can be displayed in the upper section of the back of the shirt.

EMBLEMS

Athletes may use the following types of identification on playing attire:

- National emblems:
  - Graphic identifications: national flag or national symbol
  - Written/text identifications: country name

- Club emblems:
  - Graphic identifications: club logo or symbol
  - Written/text identifications: club name
There are no restrictions as to the shape of emblems, which must, however, be sized and positioned as follows:

- On shirts: maximum of 100cm², on the front of the shirt, at chest height, above sponsor advertising (if any)
- On shorts: maximum of 50cm², on the front of the left or right leg

**ADVERTISING RESTRICTIONS**

All advertising of tobacco and alcohol is prohibited. Teams must obtain written authorisation from FITEQ for all sponsor advertising. A team may advertise up to two playing attire sponsors, one of which may be displayed on the shirt at chest height and the other on the left sleeve.

There are no restrictions on the number of sponsors that can be advertised.

**Sponsors can be advertised on:**

- Front of shirt: centre and lower torso
- Back of shirt: lower torso
- Sleeve: left and right sleeve
- Shorts: left and right leg

**Size restrictions:**

- **Front and back of shirt:**
  - total area used for one single sponsor must not exceed 200cm²
- **Sleeve:**
  - total area used for the sleeve sponsor must not exceed 100cm²
  - height of the sleeve sponsorship must not exceed 12cm
- **Shorts:**
  - maximum of 50cm², on the front of the left or right leg

All participating national athletes must submit a picture of their jerseys for approval via email to competition@fiteq.org latest 14 days before the respective event. Athletes with a not approved set of jersey cannot wear the mentioned set of jersey. In case of wearing a non-approved jersey or a jersey that doesn’t meet the requirements 500 USD fine will be implemented for every match played in the respective jersey.